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"I wish I could show you... the astonishing light of your own being" 
  
These words are widely attributed to the 14th-century Persian lyric poet Hafez, though 
technically it's a misquote; a line ripped from a ghazal merely inspired by him. Still, the 
sentiment remains true to the poet's ecstatic proverbs. 
  
In Ann Marie Fleming's animated drama, it takes a trip to Iran for Chinese-Persian poet Rosie 
Ming (voiced by Sandra Oh) to witness the light of her own being. It starts off as a dim glow, 
smothered by her overprotective grandparents (voiced by Nancy Kwan and Eddy Ko) and a 
day job in a Vancouver chip shop. But when her first collection of poems (the wittily titled My 
Eye Full Poems: By A Person Who Has Never Been to France) lands her an invitation to a 
poetry festival in Shiraz, Iran, things begin to brighten. 
  
Rosie zips through violet skies, arriving in Shiraz excited and clueless. It's embarrassing 
when she turns up to the festival in a religious chador gifted to her by her Chinese 
grandmother, but Fleming has compassion for her stick girl and the culture shock she 
initially experiences. Forced to recalibrate her expectations, she learns quickly about Iranian 
customs, and history, and poetry. She makes friendly acquaintance with the other poets; an 
older woman named Mehrnaz (Shohreh Aghdashloo), the gloomy political exile Di Di (Jun 
Zhu) and even a stroppy German (Don McKellar), who teach her about politics, about the 
poet Rumi, and about her father who left her when she was just a child. "It takes a lifetime 
to learn our own story," advises Mehrnaz. As her horizons broaden and deepen, the light 
within her grows brighter. 
  
Rosie looks different from the characters that surround her. She is Stickgirl - Fleming's 
"more curious, more sanguine" avatar - a simple line drawing with a fuchsia triangle skirt. 
Created when she was wheelchair-bound, Fleming describes Stickgirl as representing all 
the power she had in her body at the time. The other characters are rendered in loving detail 
by Fleming's main collaborator Kevin Langdale, each of their stories animated by a different 
artist (including Lilian Chan, Louise Johnson, Jody Kramer and Janet Perlman). Circling 
themes of diaspora, family legacy, oral history, memory, and heartache, the images move 
between watercolour tableaux, thick swirls of soft pink computer-generated paint, a 
sculpture of Hafez made to look like papier-mâché puppets, and rainbow fireworks of sound 
that float across the screen as Rosie hears the morning call to prayer from her bedroom 
window. By varying the styles of illustration, Fleming and her collaborators are able to make 
tactile the way art is experienced differently by different people. They honour the artist's - 
or in this case, the poet's - experience, illustrating how it feels to sink into your practice, 
and how easy it is to merge with the room when the art in question is particularly moving. 
Translation breeds tolerance; adaption teaches empathy. By the end of the film Rosie's 
heart has unclenched. The light of her own being is blinding. 
 


